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Abstract: Postural control is one of the important parts of most of routine physical activities and is
one of the most important indices for determining senior citizen’s independence. Therefore, examining
factors influencing balance such as various practice protocolsand methods of learning and performing
balance tests has been consideredby researchers in the areas of motor control, sport sciences,
rehabilitation and motor learning. The goal of the present study is to examine the effects of internal
and external focus of attention on static and dynamic balance in healthy senior males. Thus, 40
healthy male (Age: 62/31±3/41 Yr, Weight: 68/24±6/03 Kg, Height: 172/32±5/36 Cm) were randomly
chosen and participated in this study. In order to estimate static and dynamic balance, we respectively
used Biodex system and Y-Balance test in three reach directions. For statistical analysis, we applied
descriptive statistics test and statistical test of factor analysis (p#0.05). The results showed thatthere
is a significant difference between the effect ofinternal and external focus of attention on simple
movements (static balance) and complex movements (dynamic balance). Using Tukey’s range test, it
was proven that the interaction effect of external attention and complexity of the movements on
subjects’ maintaining balance was significant, but the interaction effect of simplemovements and
external attention was not significant. In case ofinternal attention also the interaction effect between
complexity of movements and the source of attention was not significant.
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INTRODUCTION

In various studies, it has been proven that with the increase of age and due to disturbances in different
body systems especially because of motor limitations, one becomes more dependent to others for doing daily
tasks, and these factors can have many negative effects on the sense of well-being and consequently, the
quality of life of the individual. Considering the many stimuli that each of us face in our daily lives, living
without selective attention is certainly difficult. Sport is not an exception. In fact, there are few factors in better
performance of sports that are more important than the ability to focus on the most appropriate signals. In a
sports setting, whether an individual is performing or learning, focusing on the most appropriate signals is
considered an important variable (Resende and Rassi, 2008).

Attention is a process by which an individual uses their senses to perceive the outer world and focusing
attention is to become conscious of a matter and disregarding other matters (Beilock, 2002). In fact, attention
is essential as a cognitive prerequisite for successful performance in sports. According to researchers, poor
performance of a group of athletesis due to lack of necessary focus and attention. According to researches of
Williams and Sullivan, most athletes who fail to actively develop attention skills at high level rarely perform
skills smoothly and successfully. Regarding the importance of attention in vicarious learning,
Banduraemphasizes on the issue that the preliminary stage of every type of learning starts with attentionand
with insufficient attention,performance will be flawed, for attention is one of the most important limits
influencing learning and performance and focalizing it is a method for increasing efficiencyandbetter learning
(Ford, 2005). 

While performing sports techniques,anathlete, besidesdistributing their attention among activities, will direct
it toward specific properties of the environmentand toward preparatory activities. This process of directing
attention is known as focalizing attention, which means organizing available resources for directing them
toward specific data sources (Huxhold, 2006). Two characteristics of focus of attention are considered important
in sports activities:expanse (broad or narrow) and orientation (internal or external). Orientation of focus of
attention which is the subject of this research can be internal or external in relation to the athlete. Using
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helpful information, disregarding irrelevant information and choosing the best focus of attention in teaching
and performance will, without any doubt, lead to learner’s better learning and successful performance. As
Graham stated, while teaching skills and in order to have optimal performance, we can use enhanced feedback
to internalize or externalize individual’s focus of attention. Moreover, we can apply the superior focus of
attention in rehabilitation clinics for teaching motor skillstokids who are disabled and have difficulty learning
new skills (Landers, 2005).

Gabriele et al. (2008) showed that external focus instructions reduce postural instability in individuals with
Parkinson disease. 

In a review article, Ernst et al. (2006) examined the effects of focus of attention on learning and
performance of sports skills. The results of their research suggested the advantage of using external focus of
attention in performing simple and complex skills while learning the skill was not influenced by focus of
attention.

Sheffield et al. (2006) performed a research on shooting a set shot of basketballwhich examined the effects
of focus of attention on learning and shot accuracy. They concluded that creating external focus of attention
in learnerswill increase shot accuracy and as a result,will lead to better learning (Poolton, 2006). 

In a research, McNevin et al. (2002) tested the electromyographic activity of muscles using the task of
individuals standing on a stabilometer platform. The results showed that with their eyes open, the internal
attention group used more muscles and larger muscle mass for minimizing postural sway(maintaining balance)
in comparison to the external attention group.

In a research, Wulf et al. (2004) discussed the increase in learning sports skills through focusing on
external attention. The results showed that using external focus of attention had a positive and significant effect
on volleyball serves accuracy and the same results were obtained in the retention test. However, in their
research, Wulf et al. (2004) did not observeany difference in the conditions of internal and external focus of
attention Wulf et al. (2007). In their research on learning and performance of sport movements, Töllner et al.
(2004) did not observe the advantage of external and internal focus of attention in comparison with one
another. 

The importance of selective focus of attention in learning and performance of sports skills is evident for
all researchers in the areas of sport sciences and rehabilitation. Nonetheless, the results of researches in these
areas have not been clear-cut and some even have contradictions. Moreover, there has never been a research
examining the effects of focus of attention on learning simple skills in comparison with its effects on complex
skills using a functional test for complex skills. Furthermore,there are limitations in generalizing the obtained
results from researches that use non-functional tests for examining skill performance ability to the normal
conditions under which skills are performed. Therefore, the goal of the present research is to examine the
effects of focus of attention on static and dynamic balance tests in male students. 

Research Methodology:
Forty healthy male (Age: 62/31±3/41 Yr, Weight: 68/24±6/03 Kg, Height: 172/32±5/36 Cm) were

randomly chosen and participated in this study. In order to estimate static and dynamic balance we used
Biodex system and SEBT in three reach directions respectively. Here is a comprehensive explanation of the
test procedure: in order to be put under internal attention conditions, subjects were asked to have visual focus
on their feet while standing on Biodex system and for external attention conditions, subjects focused on the
path of COP (Center of Pressure) that was displayed on system’s monitor. In testing dynamic balance,
conditions were the same and while performing the test, subjects were asked to once focus on feet movement
(internal focus of attention) and once to focus on the result of the test (external focus of attention). For
statistical analysis, we applied descriptive statistics test and statistical test of factor analysis (p#0.05). 

Performing Static Balance Test
We used the American-made Biodex system in order to estimate subject’s ability to maintain static

balance.Subjects were asked to stand stationary on the system with their both feetfor 15 seconds. During this
period, Subject’s postural swaywas recorded by the system.In order to be put under external focus of attention
conditions,the subject was asked to have visual focus of attention (VFOA) on the path of COP on the monitor.
Moreover, in order to be put under the external focus of attention conditions, the subject was asked to center
their visual focus of attention on their feet. For each subject, six tests were performed and their average was
calculated and recorded as subject’s record. In the first day, ten subjects performed the test under internal focus
of attention conditions and ten others under external focus of attention conditions. In the next day, the test
conditions of subjects were replaced. 
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Performing SEBT: 
In order to perform dynamic balance test, we used Y-Balance test in three reach directions. Subjects were

asked to perform the act of reaching on the indicator rod of Y-Balance testwithout error (leaning on the leading
foot, falling down or moving takeoff foot). Each subject performed six attempts whose average was divided
by the length of subject’s leg, multiplied by 100 and recorded as subject’s record. The conditions and time
of performing the test was exactly similar to that of static balance test (Plisky, 2006). 

Results:
The results showed that there is a significant difference between the effect of internal and external focus

of attention on simple movements (static balance)and complex movements (dynamic balance). Using Tukey’s
range test it was proven that the interaction effect of external attention and complexity of the movements on
subjects’ maintaining balance was significant, but the interaction effect of simple movements and external
attention was not significant. In case of internal attention also the interaction effect between complexity of
movements and the source of attention was not significant (Tables 1 and 2).Being put under external focus
of attention conditions led to an increase in subjects’ reaching distance in Y-Balance test, while the internal
or external focus of attention conditions had no significant effect on performing static balance test as a simple
skill. 

Table 1: Average and standard deviation of the ability to maintain static balance (simple movement) under external and internal attention
conditions

Test Conditions Average and Standard Deviation of Postural Sway F P
Internal Attention 4.207±0.341 0.892 0.724
External Attention 3.829±0.197

Table 2: Average and standard deviation of the ability to maintain dynamic balance (complex movement) under external and internal
attention conditions

Test Conditions Average and Standard Deviation of Postural Sway F P
Internal Attention 74.35±6.098 11.094 0.0001
External Attention 85.69±7.14

Discussion and Conclusion:
The goal of the present research is to examine the effects of focus of attention on learning static and

dynamic balance tests in male students. In this research, in order to estimate subjects’ dynamic balance,we used
a functional test to facilitate generalizing the results to the normal conditions under which sports take place.
The results of this research in the complex movements section are consistent with the results of previous
researches (Gabriele et al. (2008), Ernst et al. (2007), Sheffield et al. (2006) and Wulf et al. (2004). Moreover,
in the simple movements section alsothe obtained results were consistent with some studies (Wulf et al. (2007)
and Töllner et al. (2004). 

Most attention theories show that attention sources can be distributed with parallel processing. How these
sources are distributed probably depends on the difficulty of the task. In fact, researches carried out on focus
of attention so far have been inclined toward relatively complex skills. Maybe because it was assumed that
these tasks are more capable of showing the effects of external focus of attention (Landers, 2008). In fact, the
results of recent researches show that the advantages of external focus of attention can be specifically seen in
relatively complex skills which, in comparison to simple skills, are more demanding forthe performer, while
the advantages of external focus of attention for relatively simple skills which are more or less controlled
automatically is insignificant or does not exist (Wulf, 2004). 

According to the view of Sheffield et al. (2006) focusing on the result of the movement (external
attention) leads to unconscious control process and as a result, probably leads to facilitated learning and
improved performance,while internal focus of attention causes the athleteto make conscious attempts for
controlling their movementswhich will possibly lead to decline of performance (Landers, 2008). We can also
say that external focus of attention will make the subject need less attentional capacity for performing a task
and they can enjoy more of unconscious control process (Poolton, 2006). Based on the research of Vance et
al. (2007), focus of the subject on the result of their movements (external attention) is more effective and
efficientthan focusing on the movement itself (internal attention). Moreover, automatic motor control capabilities
will possibly be more effective with external focus of attention in complex movements and these notions will
not probablywork for simple movements (Gabriele et al. 2008). 

Wulf et al. (2008) refer to “constrained-action hypothesis”in order to justify the fact that external focus
of attention is more effective than internal focus of attention. According to this view, when instructions draw
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the attention of the performer to the involved body part, automatic control processes are facilitated and it leads
to better self-organization of different systems and will not be restricted by conscious control processes. Thus,
it reduces the need for involving upper nerve centers for controlling body movements and as a result, leads
to better motor performance. In other words, in external attention, attentional needs are decreased while in
internal attention, more processes get involved and attentional needs are increased (Gabriele et al. 2008). 

Using the findings of the present researchwe can conclude that in learning and performance of simple
movements, the source of attention (internal or external) has no effect on learning and performance of the
movements. But in complex movements, the effect of the source of attention on learning and performance is
significantand under external attention conditions, the average performance of subjects will be higher.
Therefore, we can recommend teachers and trainers of physical education to draw the focus and attention of
novice learners more to the result of the movements than to movements themselves.
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